Announcements
New Pedagogy Series: Mini-Collections on Individual Women Writers and Artists
ABO announces a new pedagogy series that seeks to promote the teaching of eighteenthcentury women writers and artists who remain seriously underrepresented in university
classrooms, beyond a small collection of now-canonical authors. Each issue will have a
curated collection of peer-reviewed articles on the works of a specific woman or group of
female creatives, mixing essays focused around teaching individual works with pieces
suggesting ways to bring these women into common course topics and syllabi. We hope
that ABO’s community will be interested in reading and writing these pieces, and will
take advantage of this opportunity to promote eighteenth-century women who deserve
more attention than they get!
The first Concise Collection, Teaching Charlotte Lennox, will appear in Spring 2022. In
the issues that follow, ABO’s Pedagogies section will publish groupings of four to six
short articles (~3500 words) focused on a specific female author/artist/grouping.
Upcoming issues will focus on Teaching Mary Prince (submit proposals by 30 June
2021) and Teaching Women Travelers (submit proposals by 15 September 2021).
Essays in this series will focus on a strategy for teaching a single text or group of short
texts, or will locate an approach or module within the context of a commonly-taught
course or framing (in the context of a course on the novel or theatre, on gender and
sexualities, on travel literatures, or transatlantic/continental dialogues, or studies of
empire and colonialism, for example, or a way that this text could be paired or grouped
with others in a particularly fruitful way).
With this series we seek to provide key insights on how a specific text or aspect of the
artist/discourse/writer can be taught most effectively and to best impact in different
university and college contexts, and thus increase the profile of women creatives in
eighteenth-century studies classrooms.
NB: ABO’s Pedagogy section will continue to publish pedagogy articles on all facets of
the teaching of eighteenth-century women: Concise Collections will form one featured
selection in each issue. For pedagogy work beyond the Concise Collections, please
submit complete essays through the portal at https://scholarcommons.usf.edu/abo/
In keeping with ABO’s feminist editorial principles, we invite suggestions and feedback
on this initiative, as well as inquiries about submitting to the series.
ABO is MLA indexed and a member of the Council of Editors of Learned Journals.
Contact: Pedagogy Editor, Tiffany Potter at tiffany.potter@ubc.ca

Call for Submissions
International Online Symposium: The Shakespeare North Playhouse, Prescot: How do we
use the Inigo Jones stage?
Hosted by the School of Creative and Performing Arts, Liverpool Hope University
Date/Time of symposium: 15 September 2021, 10am to 5pm (BST) (9-4 GMT)
Deadline for submitting proposals: 25 June
This symposium will take place online via Zoom. It will comprise six pre-recorded
presentations, with live Q&As and discussions.
In summer 2022 the new Shakespeare North Playhouse will open in Prescot, Merseyside.
The theatre, based on an Inigo Jones design or the Cockpit-in-Court (1623), is located in
one of the poorest boroughs in England, but thanks to its educational and community
remit it has the full support of local and metropolitan councils. The location sets up both
opportunities and potential tensions between social and community uses and what might
be perceived as the academic (elitist?) aims of a replica theatre. Moreover, the design
itself is bound to divide opinion.
Will there be a dialogue between contrasting social uses, or will the Playhouse be one
building with two distinct purposes and audiences? Will the replica stage stimulate or
inhibit contemporary practice? How might practitioners approach using this space for
contemporary or historically-distant theatrical production? How were plays staged at the
Cockpit-in-Court? What can we learn from seventeenth- century theatre practice and can
that knowledge be transferred to the replica? What purposes do replica theatres serve
anyway?
We invite short abstracts (maximum 350 words) for 15-minute pre-recorded Zoom
presentations offering answers to the question “How do/did we use the Inigo Jones
stage?” We particularly welcome contributions working on the interrelations of text and
space, original practices of performance, actor training and acting style, theatre and
performance history, educational workshop design and performance research.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contributions might address topics such as (but not limited to):
Specific productions in the Cockpit-in-Court
Performance recovery
Using the spatial resources of the replica
The actor’s skill set then and/or now
The Playhouse as teaching tool
Researching, and experimenting with, replica theatres

•

Cue scripting, directorless production and other practices

To minimise Zoom fatigue there is no keynote speaker at the event; however, online
resources for the symposium are planned to include supplementary talks by invited
speakers available from August.
Contributors will also be invited to develop their talk into a short chapter for an edited
book on the symposium topic.
Guidelines for Submission:
Abstracts should be submitted via email to shakespearenorthsymposium@gmail.com by
25 June 2021. A single PDF document should be attached to the email, with the
following information:
•
•
•
•

Full Name of the Applicant
Affiliation and Contact Details
Title of Presentation
Presentation Abstract (maximum 350 words)

Notification of acceptance will be sent out on 2 July 2021.
Please send any queries to Tim Keenan, keenant@hope.ac.uk
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